The geometric mean operator is defined by
INTRODUCTION
Applying the clever Polya's observation to the Hardy inequality, p > ._1 f(t)dt dx< fP, f>O by changing f f/P and tending p c we obtain the Knopp inequality [8] (c.f. also [2]) Gf (x) The weighted integral inequality (Gf)qu < _, fPv (1) was investigated by several authors [3-8, 9, 11, 12] and a 1/lost general result was found by P. Gurka, B. Opic and L. Pick I11, 12] with, however, unstable constants pretending to estimate the norm (= the least possible constant C in (1)) (see (14) and (1.5) below).
In the present paper we give the precise two-sided estimate of the norm of G:/v-+ L (see Theorems 2 and 4) . In the case 0 < p _< q < cx we argue close to the original Polya idea and for 0 < q < p < cx we use the Pick and Opic scheme [12] and a new form of the criterion for the Hardy inequality with weights (Theorem 3) which is of independent interest. Throughout the paper we denote V(t) v -/q'-) and undeterminates 0. c are taken to be equal to zero.
2 PICK AND OPIC SCHEME Put 1;
Hf (x) f(t) dt. (13) Now, on the strength of (6) the upper bound from (7) and (12) imply the result of ([11] , (1.3)): if 0 < p < q < , then sup,> + (s i)eU A'/P s, IIGII < infS/P 0 )As/P 0 ) (14) s>l with slightly better factors on both sides and the upper bound from (10) and (13) 
To this purpose we need the following alternate criterion for the weighted Hardy inequality ( [14] , Section 2.3).
THEOREM
Let 1 < p < q < oe. Then
is true for all f > 0 iff
.,4.1 < C _< ffA1.
Proof With p' =p/(p-1), q'= q/(q-1) inequality (17) is equivalent to
with the same constant C. We have for g with supp g c (0, cxz)
(applying (18) and Minkowski's inequality) 
P Using the change of variables Proof Since limq+p y(p, q)= e/p, we consider the case p < q only.
Using (7) and (9) we find for 0 < < p < q i1/ F(q/(2 1))
) . ] 
Integrating by parts we find that B > (q/p)/rBo. Hence,/30 < cxz and (itO )r/q (ito
--+ cx. 
we find
applying H61der's inequality with the exponents r/q and p/q 
and (27) follows, which together with (26) gives the lower bound of (23).
For .the upper bound we assume first that/3 < cxz and V(cx)
(applying H61der's inequality with the exponents p/q and r/q) Now, combining this with (25-27), we obtain the left hand side of (24). In particular, by applying Theorem 5 with v(t) t/ and u(t) c.f. also [4] .
In the same way Theorem 4 can be generalized in the following way:
THEOREM 6 Let 0 < q < p < o, 1/r 1/q lip. 
